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Abstract

An expression for the nonlocal inelastic scattering cross section for fast

electrons in a crystalline environment, which explicitly includes diffraction as

well as absorption for the inelastically scattered electrons, is used to carry

out realistic calculations of K-shell electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS)

and energy dispersive x-ray (EDX) analysis cross sections. Our calculations

demonstrate quantitatively why, in EDX spectroscopy, integration over the

dynamical states of the inelastically scattered electron averages in such a way

that an effective plane wave representation of the scattered electrons is a good

approximation. This is only the case for large enough acceptance angles of the

detector in an EELS experiment. For EELS with smaller detector apertures,

explicit integration over the dynamical final states is necessary and inclusion

of absorption for the scattered electrons is important (particularly for thicker

crystals).
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I. INTRODUCTION

Widely applicable expressions for the cross section for the inelastic scattering of fast

electrons in a crystalline environment have recently been derived.1'2 These results are dis-

tinguished from most other general theories of (inelastic) scattering in solids3 by the fact

that they take into account all other (background) inelastic scattering in the crystal leading

to absorption from the dynamical Bragg-refiected beams, in practice mainly due to thermal

diffuse scattering (TDS). In other words, there is a contribution to the cross section from

absorbed electrons, which form a diffuse background,1'2''1 as well as from the elastic dynam-

ical electrons. These general expressions for the cross section, the most general2 taking into

account the nonlocal nature of the inelastic interactions, have been successfully applied to

a number of inelastic processes. Experimental results from the quantitative spectroscopy

techniques of energy dispersive x-ray (EDX) analysis5'0 and electron energy loss spectroscopy

(EELS)2"' using inner-shell electron ionization have been modelled to a high degree of ac-

curacy from first principles. The general cross section result has also been used to model

and interpret Rutherford back-scattered electron contrast.8 A comprehensive approach to

the scattering of fast electrons by crystals which also includes nonlocal effects and the con-

tribution from absorbed electrons (due to single and multiple scattering) has recently been

developed by Dudarev, Peng and Whelan.9

Diffraction and absorption of the incident electrons is a crucial part of any general-model2

for inelastic scattering, and so dynamical Bloch waves (with complex wave vectors) are used

to represent the incident electrons. The importance of also explicitly including diffraction

effects for the inelastic scattered electrons has been recognized by several authors9"22 fol-

lowing the seminal work of Howie.22 See also discussions of this point by Wang.23 However,

in some situations it is sufficient to represent the scattered electrons by plane wave (PW)

states1'2'5'6"8 since structure due to the dynamical nature of the scattered electron states is

often not sampled in an experiment. For instance, for the case of EDX analysis and the

related technique of atom location by channeling enhanced microanalysis (ALCHEMI),24



only the emitted x-ray is detected when the core-hole of the ionized atom is filled. Because

the scattered electron is not detected, all possible scattered electron geometries that lead

to emission of an x-ray must be considered.1 The assumption is made that integrating up

over all possible dynamical diffracted states is effectively equivalent to assuming that the

scattered electrons can be represented by plane waves at the outset. This assumption has

been made for the case of EELS, where the scattered electron is detected.' As calculations

presented here will show, this is only a valid assumption for large enough acceptance angles

of the detector. The theory presented here allows realistic calculations of K-shell EELS

which take into account diffraction of (and absorption from) both incident and scattered

electrons. Integration over all relevant final states of the inelastically scattered electrons is

included. These results are of topical interest since EELS is an important spectroscopic and

analytic tool'25"32 and for many modern EELS experiments the detector aperture is often

quite small and the resolution relatively high.31

In Section II we outline the derivation of the expression for the cross section for in-

elastic scattering which takes into account dynamical diffraction and absorption for both

incident and scattered electrons and which generalizes recent work by the authors.2 Details

pertinent to inner shell ionization in particular are presented. In Section III we present

calculations which show the importance of explicitly including diffraction and absorption

for the inelastically scattered electrons for some EELS situations.

II. INELASTIC SCATTERING CROSS SECTION

A. General expression for the cross section

(2.1)

The general form for the inelastic scattering cross section is given by2

° = - T - / / ^o(r)[A(r,r') - A'(v>,r)]M*')drdr' ,

where v is the incident electron velocity, V is the crystal volume and 0o(r) is the incident

elastic electron wave function in the crystal. The nonlocal kernel



represents the inelastic scattering of the fast incident electron. / /^0( r) >s ^he interaction ma-

trix element between the initial state (denoted by 0) and the final state (denoted by m) of the

crystal and km is the wave number of the resulting inelastic scattered electron. (Transitions

to intermediate states have been ignored.) A useful and intuitive physical interpretation may

be given to A(r, r') in the local approximation, where the effect of the nonlocal kernel can

be represented by a local inelastic scattering potential.2 We note that, strictly speaking, Eq.

(2.2) implicitly assumes that the temperature T=0. Rigorous treatments of temperature

effects by averaging the relevant quantities over the statistical ensemble have been discussed

by Dudarev et a/.9 and Wang23 based on the work of Fanidis et al.33 We include temperature

dependent effects, to a good approximation, by time averaging the effect of thermal motion

on the relevant elastic and inelastic scattering potentials by the inclusion of (temperature

dependent) Debye-Waller factors.23

Because of the assumed periodicity of both the Coulombic crystal potential #oO(r) (re-

sulting in elastic scattering) and the nonlocal kernel ,4(r, r'),2'3'1'35 ^>o(r) can be expressed as

a sum of Bloch states

exp [»(kf + g) • r] = £ «•> '» , (2.3)

• s «

where g is a reciprocal lattice vector and a1 is the amplitude of the i'th Bloch state <£l(r).

Each Bloch state has an associated complex wave vector k'. The boundary conditions require

that these Bloch wave vectors have the same tangential component along the crystal surface

and hence they can only differ by a component in the direction along the (inwardly directed)

surface normal n. With these boundary conditions k' = K -f A'n, where K is the incident

wave vector in the crystal corrected for refraction. The complex quantities A' can be written

as A' = 7' + n/' where 71 are the anpassung and TJ' are the absorption coefficients.



B. Cross section due to elastic dynamical electrons

Substituting the Bloch wave representation of the incident elastic electron wave function

into Eq. (2.1), we can write the cross section due to dynamical fast electron Bloch states

described by Eq. (2.3) as2

adyn = NVC^-Y, a^' E W ( < ) ( ° , (2.4)
«,J g,li

where

(Wtf8)
<0 = ~ ^ j 7 / / e*P l-»(ky* + h) • r][/l(r, r') - A*(v', r)]exp [i(W + g) • v']drdr'

(2-5)

are the inelastic scattering coefficients. Virtual inelastic scattering has been ignored. See Ref.

2 for the context in which the superscript (i), effectively denoting real inelastic scattering,

was introduced.

We have previously obtained an expression for the (W^ ) ^ in the independent elec-

tron approximation under the assumption that the inelastically scattered electrons are PW

states.2 To generalise this expression, to allow for diffraction of the scattered electron, we

should replace the PW states used in the previous work by a sum of Bloch states. The

wave function of the scattered electron can be written, in a manner similar to the incident

electron wave function given by Eq. (2.3), as

tf'(r) = £ exp (-t/O*1* Y, Ci' exP WK*1 + g') • r] • (2-6)

E.

where K1' = K' +A1 n and K' is the wave vector of the scattered electron. The wave function

of the scattered electron in the solid (of thickness t) must match a plane wave outside the solid

and Eq. (2.6) contains the additional term exp(—ij' t) to satisfy this boundary condition.21

The inelastic scattering coefficients can be evaluated using the method outlined in Appendix

A in Ref. 2 (a flat parallel sided sample is assumed) to obtain

f (2.7)
g',h'



where primed quantities belong to the scattered electron states. Here L'3'J (t) is a thickness

dependent term, given by

P l l 7 7 j J '[ j(A.- _ x>* - A''- + A'')i

and

r 4?t2 1 1 ^ 0 (Q h - h QF w 0 (Q B - s O

We have used the notation Qg_5< = q + g - g ' and Qh_h< = q + h —h', where q = K — K' is

the momentum transfer from the incident to the scattered electron. The Bohr radius a0 =

(47rft2e0)/(me2), and a is the band dispersion factor2'21 of the initial state. The transition

matrix element Fmo(Qg-s>) between the ground state uo(r) and excited state um(r) of the

crystal, is given by

Fm0{Qg-e>) = I «;(r)exp (iQg_g- • r)tzo(r)dr . (2.10)
Jv

The cross section for inelastic scattering of the fast electrons in the crystal can then be

written, inserting Eq. (2.7) into Eq. (2.4), as

J.«'.j' S,h,g',li'

(2.11)

where

C. Cross section due to diffuse background

For aluminium, inelastic scattering due to interband and plasmon excitations are the

dominant mechanisms for inelastic scattering.36 However we do not consider this to be ab-

sorptive scattering. This small angle scattering does not lead to dechanneling from the Bloch



states and diffraction contrast is preserved to a good approximation.3' TDS scattering is the

dominant mechanism for large angle scattering leading to absorption from the elastically

scattered electrons described by Eq. (2.3).

The decrease in dynamical Bloch wave intensity of the incident beam of elastically scat-

tered electrons, due to absorptive scattering (mostly TDS), leads to a corresponding in-

crease in intensity of a diffuse background of electrons.1-'1 The contribution to the total

inelastic scattering cross section due to this diffuse background has been discussed in de-

tail elsewhere.2 Whilst wide angle TDS leads to the formation of Kikuchi lines, reflecting

the dynamical nature of the fast scattered electron, a minority of these electrons undergo

strong Bragg reflection. When averaged over all reciprocal space (e.g. as is the case for

EDX spectroscopy) the contribution of TDS electrons to the cross section can be averaged

to that of a plane wave.5 We make the assumption that for a large aperture EELS detector

this remains a reasonable approximation. Whilst this assumption is not as well justified for

small apertures, we have not pursued this point since it adds considerable further complexity

to the calculations. Assuming that the individual plane waves describing these electrons act

independently, the cross section crdif for the diffuse electrons is simply that obtained from

the incoherent sum of these waves. Bearing in mind that the energy losses due to excitation

of phonons is of the order of meV (so that E\oss << EQ, the energy of the incident beam)

we can write this cross section as2

2m- ^ £ [X0,06(Kn - k2
m)dK'. (2.13)if = NVr. ^ _ ^

hi g

The incident electron Bloch wave coefficients Cg and the thickness dependent term B'i(t)

[a special case of Eq. (2.12)] are independent of the scattered electron wave vector K'.

For inner-shell EELS and EDX electrons scattered in a primary ionization event could

be involved in a secondary ionization. However in the case of inner-shell EELS such multiple

core-loss electrons will usually be excluded by the detector energy window for a high energy

core-loss process (e.g. K-shell electrons). Their number in any event is small, since they

are a small fraction of the electrons scattered in a primary ionization event, which in turn



are a small fraction of the incident electron flux. In the case of EDX spectroscopy there

is no energy discrimination but the previous comment is still valid for high energy core-

loss events. Therefore, for high energy core losses, the overwhelming contribution to the

ionization cross section from electrons in the diffuse background conies from those absorbed

from the incident beam, i.e. multiple ionization by a single electron is ignored in this case.

By contrast, the neglect of multiple inelastic scattering by a single electron is not a good

assumption for EELS of TDS electrons.38

D. Total cross section

The total cross section is just the sum of the dynamical and the diffuse background cross

sections a = craif + crayn- We see from Eqs. (2.13) and (2.11) that

2m
a= NVC

E Biji>:'^ E cicj;c';rcCxu-u',s- (2.14)

In the case where the scattered electrons are described by plane waves it is eas3r to show

that this becomes2

o- = NVe lio,o +
•J 6,1'

(2-15)

where

,2 (2.16)
k0Val {I — a)

The convenient separation of the cross section into products of terms containing inci-

dent electron wave function information a' and C'E, etc. and inelastic scattering potential

coefficients /ih.gi ' s only possible in the case where the scattered electrons are described by

plane waves. In Eq. (2.14) the amplitudes a1 and coefficients C1', are a function of the

8



scattered electron wave vector K' over which we integrate. Hence evaluating Eq. (2.14) is

computationaly considerably more complex and time consuming than evaluating Eq. (2.15)

E. Inner-shell iomzation cross section

To obtain the cross section for inner shell ionization, we require explicitly the appropriate

inelastic scattering coefficients (W||)g)^ given by Eq. (2.7). These have been derived previ-

ously when the scattered electrons are described by plane waves.2'39 Here the corresponding

expression is more complicated, but can be obtained following the method outlined in Ref.

2. For fast scattered electrons it can be shown that the (WjJ| ) ^ for inner shell ionization

from an atom of species denoted by /? is given by

j- i - [F*}-(Qb-hl,K)Fl}(Cl%-s,1K)dnKdaK,dK . (2.17)
IQh-h'rNg-g'r J

The summation over all allowed final states in Eq. (2.7) has been replaced by an integral

over all allowed ejected electron continuum state wave vectors K and the initial states have

been replaced, in the tight binding approximation, by atomic wave functions with "flat"

dispersion, i.e a = 0 in Eq. (2.9) (see also Appendix A in Ref. 2). This is a reasonable

approximation for inner shell ionization. A factor of n takes into account the number of

electrons in a particular given shell in the atom, e.g. n—2 for the K-shell. The crystal unit

cell volume has been denoted by Vc. The crystallographic site dependent term associated

with the tight binding model is

(g - g' - h + h') • r0n) . (2.18)

The Debye-Waller factor Mp(g — g' — h + h') has been included to take into account the

delocalization of the ionization interaction at each atomic site, due to the thermal motion

of the target atom.4



Substituting {Wj')^ given by Eq. (2.17) into Eq. (2.4), and explicitly indicating a range

of scattering angles A0 and energy loss window {S.E (determining K,,,,IX) for the scattered

electrons, we obtain the cross section for inner shell ionization due to elastic dj'namical

electrons as10-40-41

JM VJ..V g,h.8',h'

The contribution to the total cross section a = crdyn + craif from the diffuse background is

given by

ANn
—
7 .

(2.20)

In both EELS and EDX spectroscopy (where the ejected electron is not detected) the

integration is ovei all allowed ejected electron angles Q,K. If the ejected electron is detected, as

is the case in (e,2e) experiments,42'43 then the integration over Q.K is constrained accordingly.

For EELS the integration over the scattered electron angles fi^-/ is limited b}' the acceptance

semi-angL A(? of the detector, while for EDX spectroscopy fi/^-' extends over Air steradians.

For EELS the integration over K is from zero to an upper limit /cmax limited by the energy

window AE of the detector.41 For EDX the corresponding upper limit is just determined

from the difference between the energy of the incident electrons and the threshold energy

for ionization.1

III. EXAMPLE: K-SHELL IONIZATION FOR AL

We will now carry out calculations which inter alia will illustrate the validity or otherwise

of assuming that intregration over the relevant final states of the scattered electron averages

in such a way that a PW representation for the scattered electrons can be assumed a priori.

In previous work on EDX, it has been assumed that a plane wave model for the scattered

10



electrons will accurately model the cross section.39 This is expected to be a reasonable

assumption because isotropically emitted x-rays are detected originating from ionization

events covering all scattered electron angles, and so in effect there is averaging over a number

of different scattered electron channelling conditions which is approximately equivalent to

treating the scattered electrons as plane waves. This approximation has also been made in

EELS calculations,7 where it has been assumed that the detector aperture was large enough

for this "averaging" to effective PW states to be valid.

A. Calculations

Our calculations are for 120 keV electrons incident on aluminium at room tempera-

ture and for the case of a {111} systematic row diffraction condition. We will assume

a symmetrical experiment with the forward beam at the center of the scattered electron

detector.' The angular acceptance of the detector is then simply a function of the polar

angle 0 when the scattered electron integration is transformed to spherical polar coordinates

as CIQKI = sin 6dOd<j). This is the same basic scattering geometry used by the authors in

recent work,2'41 and facilitates a comparison of some of these new results with that work,

and the experimental results of Stobbs and Bourdillon.2'

Cross section calculations using Eq. (2.19) are significantly more demanding compu-

tationally than the previous calculations assuming a' PVV representation for the scattered

electrons.6 The present calculations scale as TV8 where N is the number of Bloch states used

in the expansion of the wave functions (of order 10 for systematic row conditions), compared

with N4 were only the incident electron is represented by Bloch states. A further overhead

arises because the scattered electron wave function must be obtained for every scattered

electron wave vector over which we integrate. In this work, calculations have been made

with five incident and five scattered electron Bloch states. This is adequate to give a reason-

ably converged final cross-section result for Al with our particular systematic row diffraction

conditions and still keep the problem computationally tractable. The calculations were per-

i l



formed on a 66 MHz Pentium based computer using a 32-bit Fortran compiler. With efficient

programming and full compiler optimizations, the cross section for a fixed orientation, with

double channeling and averaging over the detector aperture, could be calculated in the order

of an hour. When considering cross sections as a function of orientation, 41 such points were

calculated.

The method used for obtaining the scattered electron Bloch waves is similar to that used

for obtaining the incident electron Bloch waves.44 The main mechanism for dechanneling

from the scattered electrons is once again TDS. This will be important for EELS when the

detector aperture is small enough that a significant number of electrons can be thermally

scattered through angles greater than the acceptance angle. An effective absorption coeffi-

cient is obtained by considering only electrons scattered by TDS through angles greater than

the acceptance angle. The TDS form factors /i,lg are calculated in the Einstein model,41

with the Debye-Waller parameter taken from Ref. 45. For purposes of vizualization, the

effective atomic TDS form factor41'46 for absorption from the scattered electron can be well

approximated by a local representation2 (/h,g ~ /h-g,o) and to a good approximation the

/h-g,o only depend on |h — g|. Representations of the effective form factor /i, ig using these

approximations are shown in Fig. 1 for five different acceptance apertures. The result for 0

mrad corresponds to a point detector and also represents the TDS form factor used for the

incident electrons. It is clear that for apertures above 100 mrad the absorption becomes very

small. In this work the elastic potential is calculated in the standard way for high energy

electrons, from the Doyle-Turner4' x-ray scattering form factors for neutral atoms via the

Mott formula. A hydrogenic model has been used to describe the K-shell ionization of the

atom.48-40

B. Cross-section results

In Fig. 2(a) we compare the K-shell ionization EELS cross section a calculated with

dynamical scattered electrons (DSE) and with PW or kinematic scattered electrons (KSE).
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The results are for a 1000 A thick crystal, with a (normalized per atom) calculated as a

function of incident beam orientation and four detector acceptance apertures, namely A0 =

5, 10, 25 and 50 mrad. A value of unity indicates that (111) is in the exact Bragg orienta-

tion. The detector energy window is AE ~ 200 eV. The cross sections calculated assuming

both DSE and KSE increase as a function of detector aperture, showing strong orientation

dependent effects and, as we will see later, saturates (for a given energy window) for accep-

tance angles larger than those shown in the figure. Absorption has been included for both

incident and scattered electrons. The results indicate that assuming KSE underestimates

the inelastic scattered electron flux for small A0 close to the forward scattering direction,

while overestimating the inelastic scattered electron flux at greater scattering angles.

An explicit comparison of the differences between the cross seal as calculated using DSE

and KSE for the results in Fig. 2(a) is made in Fig. 2(b). We observe large differences in

the ratios of the cross sections for smaller apertures - for an acceptance angle of 5 mrad vari-

ations of up to 25% occur. However, the discrepancies between the two decrease rapidly for

increasing aperture, falling to less than 2% at 25 mrad and above. Typical EELS apertures

lie in the range 3 to 15 mrad although values up to 100 mrad may be used31 and it is clear

that averaging to effective plane waves can be inadequate for small apertures.

The importance of absorption as a function of aperture is demonstrated in Fig. 2(c)

where the ratio of the cross sections for DSE electrons with and without absorption is

shown for the same acceptance angles as Fig. 2(a).

The EELS calculations discussed so far were all performed with a constant detector

energy window of AE = 200 eV. In Fig 3(a) we plot the cross section for a given incident

beam orientation, in this case the symmetrical point (000), as a function of acceptance

semi-angle A0 and energy window AE. The saturation of the cross section above A0 »s 200

mrad for a given energy window is clearly apparent. The cross section does not saturate

as the energy window is increased. Even for AE > 4 keV there are clearly still significant

numbers of electrons that have undergone such an energy loss. The ionization kinematics

13



are such that the scattering is predominantly in the forward direction, while allowing large

energy losses and hence energy transfers to the ejected secondary electron. We compare the

case with DSE to that with KSE in Fig 3(b). We see that the large discrepancies observed

between the two models for small apertures, is approximately independent of the energy

window.

For EDX spectroscopy we calculate the cross section with an effective acceptance aperture

AO of 7T rad (x-rays from electrons scattered in all directions are detected) and a maximum

energy window determined by the incident and ionization threshold energies. The result of

such a calculation is shown in Fig. 4. There is little discernable difference between the results

assuming DSE or KSE in this case, which illustrates why a plane wave representation of the

scattered electrons is excellent for EDX spectroscopy. Of course a few scattered electrons

may experience strong diffraction conditions other than the {111} sytematic row but there

is also an averaging in such cases.

The important dependence of the ionization cross section on crystal thickness has been

discussed extensively in previous work.1'2 In Fig. 5(a) we show the total cross section <r,

including the contribution due to the diffuse background, as a function of incident beam

orientation and crystal thickness. The detector acceptance aperture is 10 mrad and the

energy window is 200 eV. The cross section shows very little orientation dependence about

the non-crystalline or kinematic value below 100 A. Large variations occur for thicker

crystals. For very thick crystals t > 20000 A, absorption in the crystal (mostly TDS),

results in the contribution from the diffuse background dominating the cross section and the

total cross section then once again approaches the value for an amorphous solid. In Fig 5(b)

we show the same results without absorption for the scattered electrons. By comparison

with Fig. 5(a) it is clear that absorption becomes more important for crystal thicknesses

greater than about 100 A. The result obtained for KSE is shown in Fig. 5(c). The effect

of neglecting absorption for the scattered electrons is once again seen to be important in

Fig. 5(d). In Fig. 5(e) we plot the ratio of the cross section calculated using DSE to that

using KSE (absorption for the scattered electrons is included). The largest discrepancies

14



between the two cases (20% to 30%), occurs between 100 A to 1000 A. The ratios approach

unity for very thin crystals and for thick crystals. These results show that there can be a

marked difference between the DSE and KSE cases. In Fig. 5(f) we plot the ratio of the

DSE results (with absorption) in Fig. 5(a) to the DSE results (without absorption) in Fig.

5(b). While little difference is observed for thin crystals, where absorption is less significant,

large differences are observed for thicker crystals. These differences become less significant

again for very thick crystals where the cross section approaches the kinematic limit.

Cross sections for K-shell EELS for a {111} systematic row in a 600 A aluminium foil

have been made by Stobbs and Bourdillon.25 They used a detector aperture of 25 mrad

and an energy window of 200 eV. In Fig. 6 we show the experimental results of Stobbs and

Bourdillon and the orientation dependent cross section for both DSE and KSE calculated for

a symmetrical detector (zero offset). The position of the detector was only given as "slightly

offset" in Ref. 25, so an "exact" comparison with their results is not possible. There are also

large experimental uncertanties (such as crystal thickness, contamination by non systematic

beams etc.) that can affect the experimental data.. The uncertainties in the experimental

results are therefore expected to be larger than the small difference between the results for

DSE and KSE for these particular conditions.

In Fig. 7 we show the calculated EELS K-shell edge corresponding to the results shown

in Fig. 6 for three different orientations of the incident beam. Integrating up over the

200 eV energy window shown in the figure gives the cross section shown in Fig. 6 at

these orientations. Results are shown for both KSE and DSE and, as for the KSE case,

the DSE case is just a simple decaying edge. Of course the experimental EELS spectrum

contains structure due to plasmon scattering (i.e. electrons that have been involved in a K-

shell ionization and plasmon excitation) and solid state effects. However plasmon scattering

redistributes the electrons at given energy losses (here low order multiples of 15 eV above the

edge) in the 200 eV window but leaves the area under the spectrum essentially unchanged.

The integration over this energy window also averages over near-edge fine structure due to

15



solid state effects.' This further validates use of the tight binding approximation used in

this work (for inner shell ionization) and negates the need for inclusion of solid state band

structure effects.'19'50

IV. CONCLUSION

An expression for the nonlocal inelastic scattering cross section for fast electrons in a

crystalline environment, which explicitly includes diffraction as well as absorption effects

for both incident and inelastically scattered electrons, has been used to carry out realistic

calculations of K-shell EELS and EDX analysis cross sections. Integration over all possible

final states of the scattered electron is included. Our calculations demonstrate quantita-

tively why, in EDX spectroscopy, integration over these dynamical states of the inelastically

scattered electron averages in such a way that an effective plane wave representation for

the scattered electrons can be assumed a priori and absorption of the scattered electrons

can be ignored. This is only the case for larger acceptance angles of the detector in an

EELS experiment. Our calculations, for K-shell EELS on aluminium, show that dynamical

diiTraction and absorption effects for the scattered electron can be significant for apertures

less than approximately 10 mrad (for any detector energy window) and must be considered.
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FIGURES

FIG. 1. The effective TDS form factor /h-g,o (as a function of |h - g|) used to describe

absorption from the scattered electrons. Results are shown for 120 KeV electrons incident on

A! at room temperature, for acceptance angles of A6 — 0, 10, 25, 50 and 100 mrad.

FIG. 2. K-shell EELS cross section a from 1000 A thick Al at room temperature using 120 keV

electrons and {111} systematic row diffraction conditions. An orientation value of unity indicates

that (111) is in the exact Bragg orientation, (a) Cross section a calculated with DSE and KSE for

different acceptance angles (AE = 200 eV). (b) The ratio of the DSE to KSE results for the cross

sections shown in (a), (c) The ratio of the DSE cross sections in (a) to the DSE cross sections

calculated without absorption.

FIG. 3. The cross section cr as a function of A8 and AE for a constant orientation value of

0, i.e. the symmetric orientation ({111} systematic row conditions). The results are for K-shell

EELS from 1000 A thick Al at room temperature, using 120 keV electrons, (a) The DSE result,

(b) The ratio of the DSE result to the KSE approximation result.

FIG. 4. The K-shell EDX spectroscopy cross section a from 1000 A thick Al at room temper-

ature, using 120 keV electrons and {111} systematic row diffraction conditions. An orientation

value of unity indicates that (111) is in the exact Bragg orientation. The cross section is calculated

with DSE and using the KSE approximation. •

FIG. 5. Thickness dependence of the cross section a, for K-shell EELS using 120 keV electrons

on Al at room temperature and for {111} systematic row conditions. An orientation value of unity

indicates that (111) is in the exact Bragg orientation. The detector aperture A6 = 10 mrad with

an energy window AE = 200 eV. (a) The DSE result, (b) The DSE result without absorption, (c)

The KSE approximation, (d) The KSE approximation without absorption, (e) The ratio of the

DSE results in (a) to the KSE results in (c). (f) The ratio of the DSE results in (a) to the DSE

results (without absorption) in (b).
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FIG- 6. The total cross section a calculated for DSE and in the KSE approximation. The

results are for K-shell EELS using 120 keV electrons on 600 A thick Al at room temperature, and

for a {111} systematic row orientation. An orientation value of unity indicates that (111) is in the

exact Bragg orientation. The detector aperture is 25 mrad and the energy window A £ = 200 eV.

Absorption for the scattered electrons has been included. The DSE results are compared with the

experimental results of Stobbs and Bourdillon, which have been scaled appropriately.

FIG. 7. The differential cross section (EELS spectrum) as a function of energy loss up to 200

eV above the K-loss edge (at 1559.6 eV), for three selected orientations of the incident beam for

the results in Fig. 6. Both the KSE results (dashed lines) and the DSE results (solid lines) are

shown. The orientations for the results are (from top to bottom) 0.0, 3.0 and 1.5 in the units of

orientation defined in Fig. 6.
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